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INTRODUCTION
Dissociative identity disorder (DID), formerly known as
multiple personality disorder (MPD), has been diagnosed
and treated with increasing frequency in recent years.
Despite many advances in psychiatry's understanding of dissociation and the dissociative disorders, and significant
progress in the understanding, recognition, and treatment
of DID, treatment outcome research on DID and dissociative
phenomenology in general has remained minimal. Putnam
underlined the urgent necessity for undertaking such studies and proposed a number of potential projects as early as
1986, but his recommendations have been largely unheeded.
The compelling need for such investigations has been
emphasized by studies in several nations that demonstrate
that DID is a very common form ofpsychopathology and that
dissociation is an extremely frequent aspect of the trauma
response. Clinical investigators in the United States (Saxe et
aI., 1993), Canada (Ross, 1991; Ross, Anderson, Fleisher, &
Norton, 1991), the Netherlands (Boon & Draijer, 1993), and
Norway (Knudsen, Haslerud, Boe, Draijer, & Boon, 1995)
have demonstrated that DID patients constitute 3-8% of the
psychiatric inpatien t population of studied acute psychiatric
units, and studies from Turkey (Tutkun, Yargic, & Sar, 1995)
and Germany (Hofman & Rost, 1995) demonstrate that DID
patients are not uncommon in these nations when systematic efforts are made to recognize their presence. Furthermore,
high rates of dissociative symptoms have been found in post-

traumatic stress disorder and sexual abuse victim popul
tions (e.g., Branscomb, 1991; Bremner et aI., 1992; Carso
& Rosser-Hogan, 1991; Strick &Wilcoxon, 1991). Dissociativ
symptoms may playa considerable role in many psychiatri
psychopathologies (Choe, Kluft, Park, Hahn, &Jo, 1994).
Furthermore, numerous studies by Spiegel and his colleagues
(e.g., Spiegel, 1991; Koopman, Classen, & Spiegel, 1994)
have demonstrated that normal populations exposed to
extraordinary stress will demonstrate a high incidence ofdissociative symptoms, and that the presence ofdissociative sym
toms is a predictor for the subsequent development of post·
traumatic stress disorder.
All these findings suggest that means for the systemati
assessment of the fate of dissociative symptoms in treatmen
must be developed in order to facilitate both research and
clinical management. Although a review of the literature discloses virtually no studies of the fate of general dissociative
symptoms in therapy, a small number of communications
have attempted to study the impact of treatment on DID.
Kluft (1982, 1984, 1986, 1993) has reported on the results
of patients in treatment with himself, and Coons (1986) has
followed twenty patients in therapy with twenty clinicians.
However, neither study used objective measures, and both
studies are vulnerable to the criticism that confirmatory bias
may have clouded or colored the clinician reports that were
the source of the data. Kluft (1994a, 1994b) has developed
an instrument for following the treatment progress of DID
patients (the Dimensions of Therapeutic Movement
Instrument, or DTMI), but this was designed primarily for
use by the treating clinician. Although the DTMI is amenable
to research use by objective observers, and has been used in
pilot studies by its author, as of yet no publication addresses this application. Furthermore, neither the reliability nor
validity of the DTMI has been established.
Therefore the senior author (BMC) undertook a pilot
study to explore the use of the well-established, reliable, and
valid Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES) of Bernstein and
Putnam (1986) as a potential indicator of response to treat:ment. An additional goal of the study was to explore \"hether
the inpatient treatment of DID would result in the reduction
of the frequency and intensity of DID patients' dissociative
experiences.
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The Dissocialive Experiences Scalc or DES (Bemstein &
PuUlaJll. 1986) is a 28-item brief self-report insLnunent that
lll('asurcs the frequene:)' of dissociative experi('nces. The
fdPOn'-C scale allows subjects to quanti f)' their experiences.
II ,,'as designed as a screening rather than a diagnostic inslTUment. Designed as a lr.lit measure, it allows subjective descriJ>lion of the frequency of dissocialivc evenls in the subjects'
dail)' li\'es(Carlson & Pumam. 1993). Its reliabilil)'and validif)' an.'" ('stablishcd. It has been used quite \\idel)' in disscr
ciau\(' disorders research and in characterizing the dissociau\e aspects of other ps)'ehopathologies.
The Dissociative Disorders Inteniew Schedule or DDIS
(Ross. 1989: Ross. Heber. Norton, Anderson, D.. Anderson.
G., & llarchet, 1989) is a highly sLnleturcd inten'iew with 131
questions in 16 scctions. The illlcl'view is rcad to lhe inter\;e...·(·(·. whoendorscsonc ofSC\'cral possible multiplechoice
altemati\'cs for each inquif)'. It is design cd to elicit informauon about se\'eral DS.\I-lII-Rdiagnoses. cenain childhood
expniences. fealllres commonl)' associated with dissociative
disorders, and a number of other areas of inquif)'. Its retiabilir. and validity arc established. It has been widel)' uscd in
dissociative disorders research.
Th~ Study

Site
The Dissociati\'e Disorders Unit at The Institute of
Pcnlh\h-ania isa 25-bed dosed ps)'ehiatric unit dedicated to
the treaunelH and e\'aluation of the dissociati\'e disorders
and jX)st-traumatic Stress disorder. It has functioned both as
a ref('rral cemer and as a resource to Delaware Valle)' mental health prmiders since July, 1989. Its occupancy rate is
high .1Ild the average length ofsta),dur'ing the period ofthis
Stlllh was approximately 23 days. Patients receive individual p..,chod)11amic psychotherapy, usuallyfaciliL-ucd \\ith hypno~i!l. five days a week. They auend approximately a dozen
spt'< idlized groups per week. including art. cogniti\'c, mo\'~
ment. and \'Crbal group lherapies. The milieu is Strong and
a~lcssi\"ely managed to maximize saIet)'.

SUbjects
rhe subjects were inpatients wilh 010 treated in the
Di....uciative Disorders Unit (DDU) of The InstltUle of
Pcnllsrl\'aniadischarged between ~1arch 1993 and February
19t11. Inclusion criteria were: I) female gender: 2) age 18
or ulder, 3) a diagnosis of DID (then MI'D) b)' DSM-Ill-Rcriten,! (American Ps)"chialric Association. 1987) b)' both the
Stnlctured ODlS inten;ew (Ross, 1989) and the unanimous
dill ie-dl con scnsus ofth rec cxperienced psrch iatric din icians
indlldingthejunioraulhor (RJ>K);4) an admission DES scorc
01 :~Oor more; 5) [ourweeksoftreatmcllt between theadmission and discharge OESs.
The authors adopted these criteria for the follo""ing rea-

sons. TIle vast majority of patients admined to the OOU are
female. Withoul cenailltythat male and female patients would
respond comparably to the u'cauncnt protocol, the inclusion of a small number of male patients might have been
problematic. Thc DES was designed for and has been \-ali-dated for jX)pulations 18 )"ears ofage and older. While many
dissociati\'(' disorder im'CStigators beliC'"e that all DI 0 research
should use populations characterized with standardized
instru men ts. stil Iothers Cll terlai n SC\'ere doubts as to whethcr
the cndorscment ofcrucial ilemson a structured insu'U1nent
is a sufficient basis fol' making the 010 diagnosis, It seemed
best to a\'oid such problems b)' 115ing both an inSLnmlcm
and a c1inician-derived diagnostic conscnsus. DES scores of
30 or morc are recommended as a cut-off poim in recent
research (Carlson & PUUlam, 1992). In addition. for-the purposes of this stud)' a reasonable degree of O\'ert dissociati\'e
features "''as deemed neCeSs.'lry in order to study change in
a small population. FUrlhcnnore, the authors were concerned
that 010 patients with low OES scores might have been hospitalized in connection with eomorbid pS)'ehopathology thal
itself became the major focus of the hospital treaunent, so
that the hospital treaunent would nOt ha\'C addressed dissociative psrchopathology primaril)'. Finall}'. four weeks was
established arbiU'3rily as a minimum period for the assessmellt of meaningful change because man)' shorter admissions dearl)' had been interrupted prior to the achievement
of change-oriented goals, or werc specificall)' for the purpose ofstabilization or assessmen t. so that aggressi\'e anem pts
10 alter DID spnptOmatology had not been undenaken.
Of the 66 patients discharged from the OOV \\;th a DID
diagnosis O\'er the stud\' period. 21 patients (32%) qualified
for inclusion in tllis study. They a\'eraged 33.2 years of age
(5.0.=9.0). Tht'), had had an a\'erage of 1.8 (S.D. = 1.1) total
DDU admissions.
The Study Protocol
TIle patients received their admission DES itlIin 48 hours
of admission and their ODiS \\'as completed ithin 72 hours
ofadmission b),trained nurse intcniewers.Slandard instruc·
lions were gi\'en prior to their administration. All patients
were intenoiewed SC\'erallimes b)' one or more oCthe OOV's
three administrative psychiatrists in the prescnce ofthe other
IWO. Ihe senior author, and lhe remainder of the treatmcnt
team. Within the last t\\'o days of the anticipated duration of
their hospital stay. patients were approached by the senior
author, who administered the DES, but introduced tlIe test
...ith different instnlctions that requested the patients toeolTlplete the DES considering only their current experiences.
The wording of these instructions is included as Appendix
I. The aUlhorsassumed 011 the basis of their experience ""ith
lhe DES lhat a second <ldminislr.nion with identical inumclions would 1I0t demonstrate significant change, an assumJ>tion recently confirrnt.:d by the \\'ork ofOubester and Braun
(1995). who tested a series ofdissociati\'e disorder inpatients
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twice during their admissions
and found the baseline DES
scores remained stable.
Neither the patients nor
those involved in their care
were told their initial DES scores
or DDIS findings; nor were
they informed of the implication of their DES scores or of
the DDIS findings for their
diagnoses. The DES subscales
(amnesia, absorption or
absorption/changeability, and
depersonalization/derealization) were drawn from Carlson
and Putnam's manual (1992).
RESULTS

TABLE 1
Comparison of Dissociative Experiences Scale Scores (DES) Between
On Admission and On Discharge in the Admitted Patients with
Dissociative Identity Disorder (N;21)
DES Scores

On Admission
S.D.
mean

On Discharge
mean
S.D.

Total Score

59.54

12.75

37.04

22.58

0.011

Amnesia Factor

43.99

21.55

59.62

15.25

0.017

Absorption Factor

66.07

15.22

53.44

19.20

0.029

64.72

21.15

58.39

17.91

0.002

Depersonalization/
Derealization Factor

p: Wilcoxon J\ilatched-pairs Signed-ranks Test,

The results (see Table 1)
demonstrate that the total DES
scores decreased significan tly
over the course of inpatient u'eatment, as did the scores for
absorption and changeability, and depersonalization/derealization. However, the amnesia factor increased significantly.
DISCUSSION
Attempts to study the fate of dissociative symptoms in
treatment have been hindered by the absence of a reliable
and valid measure Oftlle state of patients' dissociative experiences. This study begins the exploration of tlle use of the
DES, designed to measure trait aspects of dissociation, as an
insU'ument for the assessment of dissociation from a state
perspective. It employed the standard form of tlle DES, but
used alternative insU'uctions in its second administration.
Several DES items inquire after circumstances unlikely to be
experienced during hospitalization, but were filled out Witllout hesitation by the subjects.
A further caution is that because the baseline DESs were
obtained using instructions designed to measure trait variables, and the new instructions were designed to elicit state
information, it is certainly possible tllat this study actually
failed in its efforts to measure changes in state phenomena
with regard to the intensity or frequency ofdissociative symptomatology because it elicited inappropriate baseline information. We assumed that the stable psychometric properties of the standard DES would give us a reliable baseline,
but remained aware that newly admitted inpatients might
be in a state of agitation that might yield discordant findings. For the above reasons and many others, this should be
understood as a very preliminary study. Further studies will
be necessary to conclude whether the DES has an enduring
role in clinical and basic research as a state measure, and
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p

tWlTtailed; ns: Not significant, Ji?-O. 05

whether tlle instruction modifications employed in this stu
are useful, but these initial findings demonstrate the wor
whileness of continuing these lines of exploration.
The reduction of the total DES scores and tlle scores 0
two of the tllree subscales suggests that the treatment pr
gram on tlle DDV is effective in reducing dissociative sym
tomatology as measured by tllese DES scores (with the qu
ifications noted above). This is consistent with tlle patien15
clinical improvement as assessed impressionistically by bo
the patients and their treating psychiatrists. In this contex
the increased amnesia scores might be understood to reflec
a diminished denial of dissociative difficulties and/o
enhanced self-observation and/or increased reporting fr
quency due to sensitization to this phenomenon. It is possi
ble that the reduced scores might reflect denial and wish
tllinking, dissociation of unwanted ego-dystonic e\~dence 0
psychopathology, or negative malingering designed t
encourage being discharged. However, the elevation of th
amnesia factor, which includes items quite ego-dystonic to
DID patients, is inconsistent with this as an overall hYPOtllesis. Amnesia for amnesia or tlle wish to deny or misrepresent one's degree of amnesia at initial presentation (and at
times, thereafter) are well-known DID phenomena (Kluft,
1987; American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Many can
acknowledge their amnesia only after a period of treaUnent
or evaluation. It is of interest that seven DID patients qualified for the study except for their admission DES scol:es. They
were characterized by considerable degrees of denial about
their conditions, amnesia for amnesia, and dissimulation of
their difficulties in the attempt to evade problems in their
lives associated with their dissociative psychopathology. By
the end of their admissions they universally weI;: more open

I

I
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abOut thcirdi.ssocialivc difficuh..ies. \\'hcther lhcythen would
h3\"C ~orcd higher 011 the DES due LO lheir increased openness. or the same or lov,'crdue 10 lheir clinical imprm·cment.
is a Mlbjt."1:t for fumee siudy.

II

i~

also possible, in lhe absence of pre-admission DES
that the o\'crdll distrt.'SS that occasioned the admission led 10 o\'erendorsemem 31 Ihe initial assessment, and
thaI r.nher man rcnecting imprO\"ement
the dissociative
S}lnplOms. the reduced DES scores mOl) rencet a relum to a
priorb.-.seline. Thai is.genernl distress may have innated the
endor...cmem frequene\'. If increased general dislress were
accom pallied "';lh i Ilcrc3St."(! den ial ofamnestic experiences.
olle could conceh"c of these results also represell ting a TCru rn
loa b.t.;,elil1c. This might speak to slabiJization withoUlchange
score~.

or

,
..

,

,

•

•

in Ult" undcrl~ing DID. Although slabilil.ation in andofilSClf
is a \\onhwhile objecth'e in man" inpatient lreatments of
DID. the documentation of slabilization is a differelll pursuit from thedoculllcntation ofchangc in thc paticnt'songoing <;\mptomatoIOb"'"
The authors anticipate the d<"\'e!opmelll of new tools
that Cdll measurc the suite of dissociativc spuptomatology
more acctlratel" and ....ill be more readily applicable 10 the
stud\ of these phenomena in both clinical and research setting'. I n the interim. it is uscfultostud}' potcntial no\'c1 applications of the established instnnnents already in hand. •
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APPENDIX I
Instructions for the Discharge DES
We would like to get information about recent dissociative experiences in your daily life.
So, we want to see if there are any changes in your experiences since admission.
The degree ofsome phenomena may be increased because
you are able to be aware of them. Others may be decreased
or stationary as a result of your work here.

